
  

 

 

Hüttschlag Schödersee 

A special mountain lake 

Level of difficulty:  Moderate summer excursion on well-developed paths with a  
    destination above the valley floor; hiking or mountain shoes with a treaded  
    sole required. 
 

Equipment:  Hiking or mountain shoes with a treaded sole, rain and sun protection,  
    appropriate clothing and a change of clothes, backpack with drinks and   
    snacks. 
 

Costs:       €22 for adults. Children and adolescents (10-16 years old) accompanied by  
     their parents are free. Free with a guest card or Nationalpark SommerCard! 
 

Dogs:   The presence of dogs is not allowed during excursions out of consideration   
     or other participants and local wildlife. 
 

Meeting point:  Every Tuesday (from July 9, 2024, to September 3, 2024) at 9:00 AM at the  
    parking lot Talwirt (information booth). (47.147910873, 1328727414) 
 
How to reach us:  By bus (Line 640) to the stop "Hüttschlag Talschluss"; alternatively, by car to  
    the parking lot „Hüttschlag Talschluss“. 
 

Duration:   Approximately 6 hours 
Pure walking time: Approximately 4-4,5 hours. 
Route:      Approximately 11 kilometers 
Ascent:    Approximately 400 meters in altitude. 
Refreshment stops:  Possibility for refreshments after the tour. 
 

Booking:   No registration required – come to the specified meeting point at the given  
    time; our ranger will wait for the bus and then start punctually. 

 

Description:  The tour begins at the Talwirt parking lot. After approximately 2 km, you reach the 
Ötzlsee. Up to that point, the hike follows the forest road. Right after that, you officially enter the 
Hohe Tauern National Park. The now narrow path runs parallel to the Schöderbach towards the 
valley end, thus deeper into the National Park. At the end of this trail lies the Schödersee – a unique 
mountain lake. Due to its natural underground drainage, it is also referred to as a periodic lake, which 
is filled with water only during the snowmelt and periods of heavy rainfall. The return journey follows 
the same route. 
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